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Abstract. In the Amsterdam Water Supply Dunes (AWD) pre-purified Rhine water is 

infiltrated in the shallow (phreatic) aquifer to recharge the groundwater system from which 

Amsterdam is supplied with drinking water. It is expected that future climate change will lead 

to lower summer discharges of the Rhine river, to the extent that in extreme low-flow periods 

the water quality might be unfavourable for intake, and perhaps even not available at all. It is 

expected that during high-flow periods the Rhine water quality will be preferrable because of 

much higher dilution rates of possible pollutants. So, extra intake and infiltration of good 

quality Rhine water in the AWD during high flow periods, followed by extraction in low-flow 

periods, might help to get an overall better groundwater quality in the AWD and could be a 

solution for Rhine water intake interruptions. As the AWD forms an important nature reserve, 

surficial storage or storage in the shallow (phreatic) aquifer is not acceptable for prolonged 

periods. Therefore, a solution is sought in the form of AS(T)R in the fresh-water lens below 

the AWD. A pre-feasibility study has been undertaken to explore possible effects of a 

“breathing” fresh-water lens. The main objective of this study has been to assess feasible 

magnitudes of storage from a geohydrological perspective. Effects on hydrogeochemistry 

have been studied separately. Rough initial calculations suggest a vertical migration of the 

saline/fresh groundwater interface in the order of one meter per Mm3 artificial injection of 

Rhine water, and vice versa during extraction, implying intense mixing around the 

saline/fresh interface. Therefore, in this stage emphasis was put on the main challenges, viz. 

how to control the generation and subsequent migration of brackish groundwater; 

countermeasures against expected upconing of saline groundwater during extraction of the 

groundwater reserve; and possible adverse hydraulic effects on neighbouring areas. Invoking 

the 3D unsteady state groundwater model of the AWD (AMWADU) for all scenarios would 

require undue resources and time; in addition it is based on the SWI package so it cannot aid 

in estimating the amounts of generated brackish groundwater. To overcome these hurdles a 

number of 2D cross-sectional groundwater models have been extracted from AMWADU. In 

these cross-sections, several unsteady state AS(T)R scenarios could be simulated in 

reasonable time with SEAWAT, driven by the “mfLab” interface (Olsthoorn, 2010). The 

results show that seasonal storage (required storage ~ 20 Mm3/yr) is unfeasible, but smaller 

storage magnitudes, and thus shorter periods of interrupted intake of Rhine water, have a 

higher chance of being accommodated successfully. The current drinking water production 

system is based on surface water (canals) for groundwater recovery, storage and transport 

and as such it is vulnerable for among others, re-infection and pollution. As a consequence it 

requires extensive and expensive post-purification. Therefore, an especially interesting aspect 

is how the studied AS(T)R system might be incorporated at a later stage into a full-scale 

ASTR system that could replace the current surface water infiltration and recovery system, 

thus mitigating risks for deteriorating water quality after recovery and allowing downscaling 
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of the presently required post-purification. A future “closed” recovery system could comprise 

a steady-state ASTR system (water balance close to zero) on which oscillating 

injection/extraction cycles are superposed in time. Depending on the actual location of 

injection and recovery wells, the steady-state AS(T)R system could be a big help in 

controlling the generated brackish groundwater zone and keeping it away from the extraction 

wells.
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